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Abstract 
We searched for a land in Japan where an accelerator 

complex with a diameter of 30 km is to be built. Ve found some 
places where we can build tunnels for such machines with a cost 
of about hundred billion yen in four years. 

1) Introduction 

1-1) Why hadron collider? 
The progress in the high energy physics in the last decade 

was remarkable. People have acquired a good knowledge on the 
fundamental structures of the particles and their interactions 
and people have built a standard model of particles and their 
interactions which is believed to work at energy regime 
accessible by the present accelerator. 

In the standard model, there are two energy scales, Mw and 
Mp, the mass of the weak boson and the Planck mass. There is 
not any other measure of energy scale between the two masses. 
Some people argues that there is only a 'desert' in between( S. 
Glashow ; HUTP-79/A059 ) while other people speculate that there 
should be some new phenomena, for example, the existence of 
supersymmetric particles ( foe example, J. Ellis; CEEN TH 3802 
) or the onset of the thaw of fermions into their substructure. 
As far as the energy of new anticipated phenomena are concerned, 
theoretical predictions are not so definitive as was the case 
for the ¥ and Z. Therefore it is required to explore 
experimentally the energy regime well larger than the llw. 

The present highest energy machine, the hadron. collider at 
the Fermi national laboratory, will cover the energy of about 2 
TeV in the CMS. The useful energy is, however, about 1/10 of 
that, about 200 GeV, which is only twice of Mw. This energy is 
also covered by the LEP. The energy regime to be explored in the 
next decade should be at least 10 times larger than the energy 
accessible by the present machines, or a few TeV effective 
energy. It means to have a hadron collider of a few times 10 
TeV or a electron-positron collider of a few TeV. 

It is true that the most exciting and valuable discoveries 
are some time not what ore anticipated or predicted. However, 
the following subjects will be among the most interesting topics 
in the new generation accelerators. 

1) Search for the Higgs particle, 
2) Search for the fermions of fourth or higher generations, 
3) Search for the substructure of quarks and leptons, 
4) Search for the supersymmetric particles. 
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comp1ex with a diameter or 30 km is 七o be bui1t. Ve round some 
p1aces where we can build 七unnels ror such machines wi七h a cos七
o去 abou七 hundどed bi11ion yen in fouど years.

1} In七どoduc七ion

l-l}.Why hadron collider? 
The progress in 七he high energy physics in 七he las七 decade

was remarkable. People have acquired a good knowledge on七he
fundamen七a1 s七ruc七ures of七he par七ic1es and 七heir in七erac七ions
and peop1e have built a stnndaどd mode1 of par七icles and 七h.eir
in七erantions which is be1ieved 七o work a七 energy regime 
accessib1e by七he presen七 acce1era七or.

In七he s七andardmodel. 七here are 七.wo energy scales. U"， and 
Mp， 七hemass of七heweak boson and 七he P1anck mass. There is 
no七 any 0七her measure of eneどgy sca1e be七ween 七he 七womasses. 
Some peop1e argues 七ha七七here is on1y a 'deser七 inbetw.een ( S. 
Glashow HUTP-79/A059) whi1e 。七her peop1e specula七e 七ha七七heどe
shou1d be some new phenomena， for example，七he exis七ence or 
supersymmetric par七ic1es ( foe examp1e， J. E11is; CERN TH 3802 
) or 七he onse 七 of 七he 七haw of :fe ど口rn叫 ons in 七。 七hei ど subs 七ructu どe. 
As far as 七he energy of new an七icipa七ed phenomena are concerned， 

七heorc七ical predic七ions are no七 so defini七l.ve a::: wns 七he case 
for 七he W and Z. Therefore i七 is required 七o explore 
experimen七a11y七he energy regime we11 1argeど七han七hel!w. 

The presen七 highes七 energymachine， 七he hadron collider a七
七he Fermi na七iona1 1aboどa七ory. wi11 cover七he cnergy or abou七 2
1'eV in七he CMS. The useful energy is， however， abou七 1/10 of 
七ha七 abou七 200 GeV，サhich is on1y七wice or Mw. This energy is 
a1so covered by 七he LEP. The energyどegime 七o be explored in 七he
nex七 decade shou1d be a七 leas七 10 七imes largeど七han七he eneどgy
accessib1e by七he presen七 machines. or a few TeV effec七ive
energy. 1七 means 七o have a hadron col1ideど ora まevr七imes 10 
TeV 0ど a electどon-posi七どon col1ideど of a :few. TeV. 

I七 is 七rue tha七七hemos七 exci七ing and valuable discoveries 
are some 七ime no七 wha七Elr.e an七icipa七ed or predic七ed. Hovcver. 
七he following subjects will be among the mos七 in七eres七ing 七opics
in七L.e new generh七ionacce1erators. 

1) Search for 七he Higgs par七icle，
2) Scarch :for 七he fermions o:f four七h or higher genera七ions，

3) Search ror 七he subs七ructure of quarks and lep七ons.
4) Search ror 七he supersymmetric particles. 
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Generally speaking, the cross sections of producing heavy 
particles drop usually inversely propotional to the mass 
square. For example. the cross section of producing one TeV 
particle is 10 — 4 of that of 10 GeV particle. Therefore it is 
required that the new machine should have quite high luminosity. 

It is said that the hadron collider and the electron 
collider are complementary. As a well known example, following 
facts are reminded; 

The discovery of the charmed quark and the bottom quark was 
made by the hadron machine first but their identification 
as quarks was made by electron colliders. The discovery of 
tan lepton was possible only by a electron-positron collider. 

The hadron collider can cover higher and wider energy range but 
the center of mass energy of the produced heavy objects are not 
known well, whereas the electron—positron collider provides well 
known center of mass energy of the reaction but the accessible 
energy with the present technology is quite limited. It is 
desirable to have both electron and hadron colliders with equal 
effective center of masses. 

The discovery of W and Z and possibly t—quark at the pp 
collider at CERN convinced people that the hadron collider is 
not so dirty machine as to obscure all of the sweet events with 
large mass production and encouraged people to think about 
higher energy hadron colliders as the next generation machine. 
Furthermore the next accelerator is a first mission to the 
unknown world and their task is to explore the general feature 
of that world with the expectation of the subsequent missions 
with much more precise means of exploration. From this view 
point, the hadron collider is more suited as the first mission 
in the present situation of the high energy physics. 

There are already proposals to build hadron colliders of 
about 10 TeV, namely, SSC in the USA and LHC at CERN. 
Especially 'R & D' project of SSC was aproved officially by the 
USA government. On the other hand, the construction of multi—TeV 
electron—positron collider is to be proposed after years of R & 
D. ( B. Richter - ICFA 84 ) 

1—2) Japanese future high energy machine 
The frontiers of high energy physics will arrive at the 

energy regime as high as 10 TeV in the next decade, as was 
mentioned above. It is a time for us Japanese high energy 
physicists to think about how to face with the present movement 
of physics. 

To consider our own future project, it is instructive to 
look back the history of building up of the high energy physics 
activities in Japan. The Japanese high energy physics started 
quite late. The experimental physisists' potentiallity in 
physics and the available machine energy have been always well 
behind the active frontier of high energy physics abroad. In the 
last decade the number of experimental and accelerator 
physisists has increased and they have had many experiences on 
the physics researches. We have gotten strong financial support 
from the government. With the construction of the TRISTAN, the 
Japanese high energy community will be counted as a member of a 
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1-2) Japanese future high energy machine 
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high energy society of the world. We should keep this activity 
built by our precedents and by ourself forever. The TRISTAN will 
cost about 85 billion yen. It is quite a big amount of money. 
Can we plan our next generation machine on the assumption of the 
continuation of the same level of the financial support from the 
government? 

Let us first consider how much will the next generation 
machine cost. It is estimated that for the SSC we need more than 
*?50 billion yen. Even if it is devided by five years, we need 
annual 150 billion yen, which is about the total budget that the 
ministry of education and culture has spent yearly for the 
national laboratories in the last few years. Fig. 1 shows by 
the black circles annual budget for the national laboratories 
financed by the ministry of education and culture in the last 
two decades. By this money all of the buildings, large 
facilities and the running money for many researches are 
finaced. It shows that the spending for the national 
laboratories has been leveling off since 1980. In the same 
figure. the annual KEK budget is plotted(crosses). It has been 
increasing sharply since the day of the foundation of KEK in 
spite of the leveling off of the total resources. But the budget 
of 1985 did not grow as it was. The monotonuos increase of the 
budget for the high energy physics will not be expected in the 
coming years because it becomes more than 10 % of the total 
resource that the ministry of education and culture can supply. 
This suggests that to get the financial support for the SSC 
class machine from the government will be extremely difficult. 
The 300 GeV x 300 GeV electron-positron collider will also cost 
an much as about 300 billion yen.( I. Sato — High Energy News, 
Vol 2, No. 10, 1983) The reasonable next generation machine 
will cost several times more money than the TRISATN. So we are 
going to face the cold winter days in the near future. We have 
to think about how to keep the high energy activity in this 
winter day. 

Nevertheless we will assume for the moment that our future 
prospect is bright and that the next generation machine be 
financed 

There is a group of people who argue following way; 

Since the hadron supercollider will be built in the near future 
in the USA or in Europe, we should have an electron—positron 
collider in Japan. 

We can not agree with this arguement. Because as was discussed 
previously, 
a) We believe that what to be made next is to know the general 
feature in the new world and may not be stressed on a precise 
study of restricted energy interval. 
b) The technology to build a TeV class electron-positron 
collider is not yet established. It could be possible that it 
takes long time to get the desired energy and that the most 
important physics objects be studied by the hadron collider. 
c) The electron-positron collider is suited for the detailed 
study at some specific objects at some energy region. So it can 
start after we know exactly where to go. 
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a!l nlUch as abou七 300 billion yen.( 1. Sa七o - High Energy News， 
Vol 2， No. 10， 1983) The reasonable nex七 genera七ionruachine 
will cos七 severa1 七imesmore money七han七he TRISATN. So we are 
going 七o face the cold win七er days in 七henear :fu七ure. We have 
to think abou七 how七o keep the high energy ac七ivi七y in七his
winter day. 

Never七helesswe will assume :for the momen七七ha七 our :fu七ure
prospec七 is bどigh七 and 七ha七七he nex七 generation machine be 
:financed. . 

There is a group o:f people who argue following way; 

Since the hadどon supercol1ider wi11 be buil七 in 七he near ruture 
in 七heUSA or in Europe， we should have an e1ec七ron-posi七どon
collider in Japan. 
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feature in七henew woどld and may no七 be s七ressed on a precise 
s七uuy o:f res七ric七ed energy in七eどval.
b) The 七echnology 七o build a TeV class e1ec七ron-posi七ron

collider is no七 ye七 es七ab1ished. 七 could be possible 七ha七 1七
takes 10ng 七ime 七o ge七七he desired energy and 七ha七七hemos七
impor七an七 physics objects be s七udied by七he hadron collider. 
c) The elec七どon-posi七ron c011ider is sui七ed for 七he de七ailed

s七udy a七 some speciEic objec七s a七 some energy region. So i七 can
s七ar七 aE七erwe know exac七1ywhere 七o go. 
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d) It could happen that the machine energy is out of the range 
of producing phenomena of current interest, as we have had in 
Japan. Then it will be quite difficult to let the tax payer 
convince the importance of the high energy machine even if we 
could not find anything new after spending huge amount of money. 
e) There are groups of people in foreign countries, who would 

like to build the linear electron-positron collider. They have 
been working for some time on this subject. It is more likely 
that they will build machine much ahead of us and will survey 
most interesting parts of physics. 
f) It will be quite difficult to have an international 

agreement to assign a kind of machines to be built at some 
region of the world, as to build the electron—positron collider 
only in Japan. 

People would ask what we would like to do next. 

Do we plan to build a hadron collider in Japan? " Why not! " 
Do we plan to join the hadron colliders abroad? " Why not! " 
Do we give up to have next generation machine in Japan? 

" We would not like to do so. " 

It is of course desirable to have our own machine in Japan. We 
believe that the high energy physics is one of the most 
fundamental researches and the challenge of human being to 
explore higher and higher energy will not stop forever. The 
desire to have the people's own high energy machine is quite 
strong as we have learned from the last ICFA meeting at KEK. To 
construct machines by the international collaboration will not 
be realized in the near future. Therefore, Japanese people will 
also never give up to have its own machine. 

Meanwhile we know as a reality that the construction of the 
next generation hadron collider will start soon in the foreign 
countries. If we have enough money on right time, we will try to 
build our own collider. But if not, we should try to find ways 
to join the foreign projects so that we should keep the activity 
of the high energy physics and wait for some time to have its 
own machine untill the time comes. 

2) Japanese hadron collider 
Although it is quite unlikely that such huge amount of 

money as high as 750 billion yen will be approved by the 
Japanese government in the near future as we have seen 
previously, we have studied a construction of a hadron collider 
of about 50 TeV on 50 TeV in Japan. 

Among others, many people think apriori that there is no 
place in Japan large enough to accommodate an accelerator 
complex as large as 30 km phi. And also they think the land is 
too expensive to be able to buy an enough space. It is quite 
natural to think so, because the people around KEK know that the 
construction of the 3 km long TRISATN tunnel costs about 30 
billion yen. If one extrapolate it to the 100 km long tunnel, 
the tunnel will cost about 1000 billion yen. This is twice as 
much as what the SSC is estimated to cost including every thing. 
If it is true, the construction of a collider with a 
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build our own co1lider. Bu七 ifno七 we should 七ry七o :find ways 
七o join the foreign projec七s so 七hatwe shou1d keep the ac七ivi七y
o:f七he high encrgy physics and wai七:for some 七ime 七o have i七s
own machine un七i11 七he time comes. 

2) Japanese hadron collider 
Al七hough i七 is qui七e un1ikely 七ha七 such huge amount o:f 

money as high as 750 bil1ion yen wil1 be appどoved by 七he
Japanese governmen七 in the near :fu七uどe as we have seen 
previous1y， we have s七udied a cons七ruc七ion of a hadron c011ider 
o:f abou七 50 TeV on 50 TeV in Japan. 

Among 0七hers. many peop1e think apriori 七ha七七here is no 
p1ace in Japan 1arge enough 七o accommoda七e an acce1era七or
comp1ex as 1arge as 30 km phi. And a1so they think七he 1and is 
七00 expensive 七o be ab1e to buy an enough space. 1七 is qui七e
na七ura1to 七hink so， because 七he people around KEK know七ha七七he
cons七ruction o:f the 3 km 10ng TRISATN七unne1 cos七s abou七 30
billion yen. I:f one ex七rapo1a七e i七七o 七he 100 km 10ng 七unne1. 
七he 七unnelwi1l cos七 abou七 1000 bil1ion yen. This is 七.wice as 
much as wha七七he SSC is estima七ed七o cos七 inc1uding every七hing.
I:f i七 is 七rue，七he construc七ion o:f a co11ider wi七h a 
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circumference of larger than 100 km is out of question. 

Are there no land in Japan? 

It is against our knowledge that Japan is a country mostly 
covered"by the mountains and that the mountain area is quite 
poorly inhabitated. So there should be some place large enough 
for the next machine. 

Is the technology to dig tunnels not well developed in Japan? 

This is against our knowledge that there are many subways and 
tunnels for the trains and the cars. Japnese companies have won 
international bids for digging tunnels many times. 

There should be some reasons why the TftlSATN tunnel is so 
expensive compare with the accelerator tunnels abroad. So we 
studied the construction of a tunnel as long as 100 km with the 
emphasis on the economical point of view. In the following, we 
report on the effort to find an appropriate land and on the cost 
estimation of the construction of a tunnel. 

3) Parameters of the accelerator 
We design a hadron collider with energy larger than that of 

the SSC, which is 20 TeV on 20 TeV. We take the energy to be 30 
TeV on 30 TeV. We assume the field strength of the 
superconducting dipole magnets to be larger than 8T. The 
parameters of the collider are listed below; 

Minimum beam energy 
Field strength 
Bending radius 
Mean radius 
Circumference 
No. of Interaction points 
No. of Service stations 
Energy of the first stage 
Energy of the second stage 

booster 
i booster 

30 
8 

12.5 
15.0 
94.0 

4 
20 
50 
1 

TeV 
T 
km 
km 
km 

GeV 
TeV 

We show a top view of a designed accelerator complex in Fig. 2. 

4) Tunnel size, experimental halls and service stations 
To protect peoples against radiation by energetic 

particles, the accelerators have to be shielded by the soil or 
rock v-nlls. Usually the tunnel is constructed underground. It 
can be of course built in the sea or in the air. Since Japan is 
surrounded by the sea, it is quite attractive to have an 
accelerator in the sea water. Especially interesting fact is 
that if it is built in the sea, then it is quite easy to expand 
the scale than in the land. Unfortunately, we were informed by 
the expert that it will be much more expensive to have a tunnel 
in the sea water than in the ground with the present 
technology. It may change in the near future. But we consider 
to have an accelerator in the land in the present study. 

To accommodate superconducting magnets with the cross 
section of about o.5 m by 0.5 m and power supply lines and also 
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circumrerence or larger than 100 km i8 ou七 o:f que8七ion.

Are七hereno land in Japan1 

I七 i8 agains七 ourknowledge七ha七 Japan19 a country mos七1y
covered 、by the mountain9 and tha七 themoun七ainaどeai9 qui七e
poorly inhabi七a七ed. 50 七here 9hou1d be some place large enough 
:for七henex七 machine.

18 七hetechnology七o dig七unnels no七 well developed in Japan? 

This is against our knowledge 七ha七七hereaどe many subways and 
七unnels ror七he七rains and七he cars. Japnese companies have won 
in七erna七ionalbids roど digging七unnelsmany七imes.

Theどe should be some reasons why七he TIHSATN七unnel i3 80 
expensive compare wi七h 七he accelera七or七unne1s abroad. So we 
s七udied the construc七ionor a 七unne1 as 10ng as 100 km wi七h 七he
emphasis on the economica1 point o:f view. In the rollowing. we 
repor七 onthe error七 to :find an appropria七e 1and and on七he cos七
es七imationo:f七he construc七iono:f'a tunne1. 

3) Parame七ers o:f七he accelera七or
We design a hadron col1ider wi七h energy 1arger ‘七han七ha七 o:f

七he SSC. which is 20 TeV on 20 TeV. We七ake 七he eneどgy七o be 30 
TeV on 30 TeV. We assume 七he :field s七reng七h o: f 七he
superconduc七ing dipo1e.magne七s to be 1argeど七han 8T. The 
parameters o:f七he co1lider are 1is七edbelow; 

Minimum beam energy 
Field s七reng七h
Bending radius 
Mean radius 
Circumference 
No. or In七erac七ionpoin七s
No. o:f Service s七a七ions
Energy or七he :first stage boos七er
Energy or七he second stage booster 

30 TeV 
8 T 

12.5 km 
15.0 km 
94.0 km 

4 
20 
50 GeV 
1 TeV 

We show a 七opview or a designed accelera七or complex in Fig. 2. 

4) Tunne1 size. experimental halls and service s七a七ions
To pro七ec七 peoples agains七どadia七ion by eneどge七ic

par七ic1es. 七he acce1era七ors have 七o be shie1ded by七he soi1 or 
rock v.nlls. Usually七he 七unnel is cons七ruc七edunderground. 1七
can be o:f course buil七 in七he sea or in七he air. Since Japan is 
surrounded by the sea. i七 is qui七e a七七rac七ive 七o have an 
accelera七or in 七he sea wa七er. Especially in七eres七ing :fact is 
七ha七 i:f i七 isbuil七 in七he sea. then i七 is qui七e easy to expand 
七he scale 七han in七he land. Un:for七unately. we were inrormed by 
七he exper七七ha七 i七 will be much more expensive 七o have a 七unnel
in 七he sea wa七er than in 七he ground wi七h 七he presen七
七echno1ogy. 1七 may change in the near :fu七ure. Bu七 vre consider 
七o have an acce1eどa七or in七he land in the presen七 s七udy.

To accommoda七e superconduc七ing magne七s with 七he cross 
sec七iono:f abou七 0.5m by 0.5 m and poweど supply 1ines and also 
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to have a space for a man to work beside the magnets, the 
working cross section of the tunnel is about 3 m in diameter. 
Pig. 3 shows a view of the cross section of the tunnel. It has 
•a horse shoe shape to carry the rock pressure and it has a water 
drain beneath the floor. It keeps the tunnel dry. The wall is 
made of 50 cm thick concrete. 

Drawings of the experimental hall are given in Fig. 4. The 
dimensions are about 40 m long and 20 m phi. It accommodates a 
detector 15 x 15 x 15 m3. The sevice station is shown in Fig. 
5. The devices to cool down the helium are installed in this 
space. 

5) The selection of a land in Japan. 
For the people to design the tunnel under the ground, it is 

a common knowledge that it is easier and cheaper to dig tunnels 
through the harder rocks. For the hard rock, one need not worry 
about the collapse of the digged tunnel. One can dig the tunnel 
by quite a simple way, namely, by using the explosion method, 
which is the cheapest way of digging the tunnel. The relation 
between the cost and the hardness of the rock is shown in Fig. 
6. There is a minimum in cost, where the hardness of the rock 
is about 4 km/sec in the velocity of the sound through the 
rock. The hardness and the speed of the sound through the rock 
is related propotionally. These rocks are for example the 
granite. It is an igneous rock and it is quite abundant in 
Japan. 

To dig a tunnel, it is preferable to have a land made of a 
homogenious material and no faults across the tunnel. As every 
people knows, Japan is a land lived by devils to produce 
earthquakes and it is difficult to find places without any fault 
for the space to accommodate a tunnel as large as 30 km in 
diameter. Fortunately, however, there are some places that 
satisfy that criterion. 

The figure 7 shows a laud map of Japan. One sees the black 
spots scattered evenly over the land. They are the land of the 
granite. If one sees it closely, however, they are severely 
interleaved by the other rocks. The homogeneous hard rock lands 
as large as 50 km by 50 km are only seen in the Fukushima and 
Iwate-prefectures. The former is made of granite and closer to 
Tokyo, a place of resource of labor and we examine the Abukuma 
erea of Fukushinma prefecture in the following section to fit 
the tunnel of a hadron collider. 

6) Construction cost and time estimation 
The tunnel fitting in the Abukuma erea was made by the 

Pacific Consultant Ltd..( The detailed description of the 
estimation will be published elsewhere.) Fig. 8 shovrs the plan 
view of the tunnel site. Fig. 9 shows the elevation view of 
the land along the tunnel. 

The construction cost was estimated by the same company. It 
is propotional to the amount of the rock to be removed. The 
cross section of the tunnel is about 12 m2. Roughly speaking, to 
remove one cubic meter of soil or rock, it costs about 50 k¥. 
So to dig a tunnel costs about 0.60 M¥/meter. Therefore it costs 
about 0.60 x 100 billion¥ = 60 billion¥ for the main tunnel.' 
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七o have a space ror a man to work beside 七he magne七s. 七he
working cross sec七ion of 七hetunnel is abou七 3m in diame七er.
Fig. 3 shows a view of the cross section or七he七unnel. 1七 has
.a horse shoe shape to carry七herock pressuどe and i七 has a wa七er
drain benea七h 七hefloor. It keeps the 七unneldどy. The wall ig 
made or 50 cm七hickconcre七e.

Drawings of七he experimen七a1ha11 are given in Fig. 4. The 
dimensions aどe abou七 40 ~ long and 20 m phi. 1七 accoInmoda七es a 
de七ector 15 x 15 x 15 m3

• Th~ sevice s七a七ionis shown in Fig. 
5. The devices 七o co01 down七hehe1ium are ins七alledin七his
space. 

5) The selec七ionof a land in Japan. 
For the people to design七he 七unnelunder七he ground， i七 is

a common knowledge that i七 is easier and cheaper七o dig七unnels
through七he harder rocks. For七hehard rock， one need no七 worry
about七he collapse o:f七he digged七unnel. One can dig the七unne1
by qui七e a simple way， name1y， by using七he explosion me七hod.
lyhich is 七he cheatest way o:f digging 七he 七unnel. The rela七ion
be七ween七he cost and the hardness o:f the rock is shown in Fig. 
6. There is a minimum in cos七 wherethe hardness o:f七herock 
is abou七 4 km/sec in七heveloci七y or七he sound through the 
rock. The hardness and 七he speed of the sound七hrough七herock 
is rela七ed propo七ionally. These rocks are ror example 七he
grani七e. 1七 is an igneous rock and i七 is qui七e abundan七 in
Japan. 

To dig a tunnel， i七 is preferable七o have a land made o:f a 
homogenious ma七erial and no raults across 七he七unnel. As every 
people knows， Japan is a land lived by devils to produce 
ear七hquakes and i七 isdifricul七七o rind places wi七hou七 anyraul七
for 七he space to accommoda七e a 七unnel as large as 30 km in 
diame七er. For七una七e1y， however. 七heどe are some places 七ha七
sa七isfy七ha七 cri七erion.

The :figuどe γshows a laud map of Japan. One sees 七heblack 
spo七s sca七七ered even1y over 七he 1and. They are 七he land or the 
grani七e. If one sees i七 c10se1y， however，七heyare severe1y 
in七erleaved by the 0七h~r rocks. The homogeneous hard rock 1ands 
as large as 50 km by 50 km aど e on1y seen in 七he Fukushima and 
Iwa七e-pre:fec七ures. The former is made of grani七e and closer七o
Tokyo， a p1ace of resource of 1abor and we examine 七heAbukuma 
erea of Fukushinma pどefecture in七he f0110wing sec七ion七o fi七
七he 七unnelof a hadron c011ider. 

6} Cons七ruc七ion cos七 and 七ime es七ima七ion
The 七unne1 1':i七七ing in 七he Abukuma erea was made by the 

Pacific Cons¥ll七an七 Ltd..( The de七ai1ed description of the 
es七ima七ionwilJ. be published e1sewhere.) Fig. 8 shovrs the plan 
view of七he 七unnel si七e. Fig. 9 shows 七he eleva七ion view of 
the land along七he 七unnel.

The cons七ruc七ion cos七 was es七ima七ed by七he same company. 1七
is propo七ional to 七he amoun七 01':七he どockto be removcd. The 
cross sec七ionof七he 七unnel is abou七 12 m2

• Rough1y spcaking，七o
remove one cubic me七er of soit or rock， i七 cos七s abou七 50k苓.

So七o dig a tunnel cos七s abou七 0.60 M￥/me七er. Therefore i七 cos七s
abou七 0.60x 100 billion￥=  60 billion￥ for七hemain七unnel.• 
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The construction of the approaching tunnels has to be included 
to the cost estimation. 20 approching tunnels are planned to 
dig the main tunnel. They are horizontal. tilted or vertical 
tunnels depending on the land shapes. They amount to about 20 
billion ¥. If one adds also the construction cost of the booster 
tunnels, the total cost will be about 90 billion ¥. This number 
is quite consistent with what the LEP tunnel will cost. The LEP 
tunnel goes through the hard rock and its circumference is about 
•30 km. It is estimated to cost about 30 B¥ or 1 B¥/km. ( 
LEP—pink book — 1980 ) It is about three times more money than 
the cost of the TRISTAN tunnel. 

The construction can be finished in four years. The 
detailed estimation made by the company is given in the 
following table. 

items total length cost/m cost 

main tunnel 94,200 m 631 k¥ 
vert, approach 2.990 m 2835 k¥ 
tunnels (10) 
tilt, approach 6.070 m 1654 k¥ 
tunnels (10) 
approch. roads 4,300 m 200 k¥ 
exp. halls (4) 363 M¥ 
service stations 40 M¥ 

(16) 
2nd booster tunnel 9.425 m 631 k¥ 
approah tunnel 637 m 1654 K¥ 
for 2nd booster 
1st booster tunnel 1,571 m 631 k¥ 

total cost 

For comparison, we tried to fit the hadron collider at the 
Tsukuba erea, because it will be quite advantageous to have 
machine around KEK. The Mt. Tsukuba is made of hard granite so 
it is favorable. However the rock is too small to fit the 
collider. The rock of the Mt. Tsukuba is quite steep and the 
rock runs about 500 m under the ground level at KEK. So in the 
Tsukuba option, the main part of the tunnel goes through the 
soft soil, the worst case. Nevertheless we examined the Tsukuba 
option. The figure 10 shows the plan view and the figure 11 
shows the elevation view. As one sees the main part goes 
through the soil. To dig a tunnel through the soli, it is 
estimated to cost about 4 M¥/meter, six times more money than 
that through the hard rock. Although the approaching tunnels 
are shorter and cheaper than the Abukuma case, the total cost 
for the whole accelerator complex estimated by the Pacific 
Consultant Ltd. amounts to about 400 B¥, about four times more 
than the Abukuma case. So the KEK site is, unfortunately, the 
worst place from the view point of digging a tunnel. 

7) Cost to buy the land and possible indeminity 
People would ask how much it will cost to buy the land for 

the collider. In the Japanese civil law, it is only stated that 

59, 
8 

10 

1 
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1 
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.477 
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M¥ 

M¥ 
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The construction or the approaching tunnels has to be included 
七o the cos七 es七imation. 20 approching 七unnels are planned to 
dig the main七unne1. They are horizontal，七i1七edor ver七ica1
七unnels depending on 七he land shapes. They amoun七七o abou七 20
bi11ion ￥. 1ξone adds also七he cons七ruc七主。n cos七 oま七heboos七er
七unnels. 七he七o七a1cos七 will be abou七 90 bil1ion￥. This number 
is qui七e consistent with wha七 the LEP七unne1wi11 cos七 The LEP 
七unnel goes 七hrough七hehard rock and i七s circumrerence is abou七
・30 km. 1七 is estimated七o cos七 about30 B￥ or 1 B~/lcm.. ( 
LEP-pink book -- 1980 ) It is abou七七hree七imesmore money than 
七he cos七 of: 七he TRISTAN七unne1.

The cons七ruc七ion can be rinished in f:our yeaどs. The 
detailed es七ima七ion made by the company is given in the 
f:ollowing table. 

items to七a1 1ength cost/m cos七

main七unnel 94.200 m 631 k￥ 59.440 M￥ 
ver七. approach 2.990 m 2835 k￥ 8.477 lr陪
七unnels (10 ) 
七il七. approach 6.070 m 1654 k￥ 10.040 M￥ 
七unnels (10) 
approch. roads 4，300 m 200 k￥ 860 M￥ 
exp. halls (4) 363 M￥ 1.452 M￥ 
service s七a七ions 40 11￥ 640 1，・I￥;

(16) 
2nd boos七er七unnel9，425 m 631 k￥ 5，944 M￥ 
approah七unnel 637 m 1654 K￥ 1.0531f￥ 
f:or 2nd boos七er
1s七 boos七ertunnel 1，571 m 631 k￥ 991 M￥ 

七o七al cos七 88.897 M￥ 

For compari80n. we tried to ri七七hehadron collider at七he
Tsukuba erea. because i七 wil1 be qui七e advan七ageous to have 
machine around KEK. The M七 Tsukuba is made of: hard grani七e so 
i七 is ravorable. However七herock is七00 8mall 七o f'i七七he
co1lider. The rock or七heM七 Tsukubais qui七e s七eep and七he
rock runs abou七 500m under七he ground level a七 KEK. So in七he
Tsukuba op七ion. 七hemain par七 or七he 七unne1 goes 七hrough七he
sof:七 80i1. 七hewor8七 ca8e. Never七he1esswe examined七he Tsukuba 
op七ion. The rigure 10 shows 七hep1an view and the rigure 11 
shows 七he e1eva七ion view. As one sees 七be main par七 goes
through 七he soi1. To dig a tunne1 七hrough七he soli. i七 is
es七ima七ed七o cos七 abou七 4 M￥/me七er. six七imesmore money 七han
七ha七七hrough七hehard rock. Al七hough 七he approaching 七unnels
are shor七er and cheaper七han七he Abukuma case. 七he 七o七a1 cos七
f:or the who1e acce1era七or comp1ex es七ima七ed by 七he Pacific 
Consul七an七 L七d. amounts 七o abou七 400B￥ abou七 fourtimes more 
七hanthe Abukuma case. So the KEK si七e is. unror七una七e1y，七he
wors七 p1ace rrom the view poin七 of: digging a 七unne1.

7) Cos七 七o buy七he land and possib1e indeminま七y
People would ask how much i七 wi11 cos七七o buy七he land for 

the co11ider. 1n七he Japanese civil 1aw. i七 is on1y s七a七ed七ha七
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the people's right for the lands extends to the space under the 
surface. It can be extended in principle to the other side of 
the earth. However, tunnels for the cars and trains have been 
built with only permission of the land owner above the tunnel 
without any compensation for using land beneath, if the tunnel 
is deeper than 30 m from the surface. Of course if something 
wrong happen, such as the deformation of the surface land or the 
drying up of the land by sucking up all the water in the surface 
land into the tunnel, they have been compensated. For the usage 
of the space down the 30 m, it has to be compensated according 
to the depth and the feature of the surface status. Therefore in 
the present studies, it was planned to have the tunnel deeper 
than 50 m from the surface in the previous designs. For the 
details, see the reference ###. 

8) Supply of the electricity 
To have an accelerator, it is important to have the 

electricity available rather easilly. For the Abukuma erea, 
there are many nuclear power stations along the Pacific coast. 
So the expected electric power of about 150 Mff can be supplied. 

9) Water drainage and the radiation problem 
It is important to keep the tunnel dry. From this view 

point, it is important to have tunnels through the homogenious 
hard rock. Because at the fault, there are tremendous amount of 
the water comeout. At the Shimizu tunnel of the Joetsu line in 
Gumma prefecture, tons of water come out per hour at the fault 
and beside the main tunnel people had to build a subsidary large 
drainage. 

In the present design, the small water drainage is equiped 
beneath the tunnel floor. The expected water oozed from the 
rock is estimated to be at most 0.5 ton/km/min. This water is 
pumped out at the service station. 

In this study, careful examination of the radiation 
problems was not made but we believe that there will be no 
serious problems on the effects of the radiation to the human 
being because of the following arguements; The circulation 
particles are at most 10 1 4 which are of the same order of 
magnitude as that for the Tevatron. Since the circumference is 
about 17 times larger than that of the Tevatron and the beam 
energy is about 30 times lareger than that of the Tevatron, the 
amount of the energy lost per meter is only twice as large as 
that of the Tevatron. If the Tevatron is safe enough, so is the 
new collider. This arguement is quite crude and this problem 
should be further studied. 

10) Conclusion We studied the construction of an accelerator 
complex of a hadron collider with the beam energy larger than 30 
TeV. The collider is planned by lining about 10000 
superconducting magnets through a tunnel under the ground to 
shield the radiation. The diameter of the tunnel for the main 
accelerator becomes as large as 30 km. The complex has a 
booster with the beam energy of one TeV. We found some places 
into which the accelerator complex can be fit. One possibility 
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the people's righ七:foど the lands ex七endsto the space under七he
sur:face. It can be extended in principle 七o 七he 0七her side o:f 
七.he ear七h. However， tunnels :for七he cars and七rainshave been 
buil七 wi七h only permission o:f the land owner above the tunnel 
without any compensa七ion去orusing land beneath， ir the七unnel
is deeper than 30 m :from the sur:face. O:f course i:f some七hing
wrong happen. such as 七he de:forma七iono:f七he sur:face 1and or七he
drying up o:f七he land by sucking up a11七.hewa七erin七，he sur:face 
land in七o the tunne1，七heyhave been compensa七ed. For the usage 
o:f the space down七he 30 m， i七 has to be compensa七edaccording 
七o the dep七h and 七he :feature o:f七he sur:face s七a七us. There:fore in 
the presen七 s七udies， i七 wasplanned to have the tunnel deeper 
七han50 m from the sur:face in 七he previous designs. For七he
de七ails，see 七he reference惨...

B) Supply o:f 七he elec七どici七y
To have an accelera七or， i七 is impor七an七七o have 七he

elec七rici七y available ra七her easilly. For七heAbukuma erea， 

七here are many nuclear power s七a七ions along the Paci:fic coas七.

So the expected elec七ricpower o:f about 150 MW can be supplied. 

9) Wa七erdrainage and七heradia七ionproblem 
I七 is impor七an七七o keep 七he 七unnel dry. From this view 

point， i七 is impor七an七七o have七unnels through七hehomogenious 
hard rock. Because a七・七he :faul七. there are 七remendous amoun七 or 
七hewa七er comeou七 A七七he Shimizu七unnel o:f七.he Joetsu line in 
Gunnma pre:fec七ure， tons o:f wa七er come out per hour a七七he :faul七
and beside the main七unnel people had to build a subsidary large 
dどainage.

ln the present design， the small water drainage is equiped 
benea七h 七he 七unnelfloor. The e玄pec七edwater oozed :from 七he
rock is es七imated七o be at mos七 0.5ton/km/min. This wa七er is 
pumped ou七 a七七he service sta七ion.

ln 七his s七udy， care:fu1 examination o:f七he radia七ion
problems was not made but we be1ieve tha七七here will be no 
serious prob1ems on the e:f:fec七s o:f七he radia七ion七o 七hehuman 
being because o:f七he :f0110wing arguements; The ciどcula七ion
paど七!cles are at most 1014 which are o:f the same order o:f 
magni七ude as tha七:for七he Tevatron. Since 七he circum:ference is 
about 17 times 1arger七han七ha七 o:f七he Tevatron and 七he beam 
energy is about 30 七imes lareger than 七.ha七 o:f 七he Teva七どon， 七he
amount o:f七he energy 10s七 per me七er is only七wice as large as 
tha七 o:f 七he Teva七どon. 1:f the Teva七ronis sa:fe enough. so is 七he
new co11ider. This arguemen七 is qui七e crude and七his problem 
shou1d be :fur七her s七udied.

10) Conc1usion We s七udiedthe cons七ruc七ion of an accelera七。z
complex o:f a hadron co11ider with七he beam energy larger七han30 
TeV. The c011ider is planned by 1ining abou七 10000
superconduc七ingmagne七s 七hどough a 七unnel under the ground to 
shield 七heradia七ion. The diame七er of the七unnel :for七hemain 
accelera七or becomes as large as 30 km. The complex has a 
boos七erwith七he beam energy o:f one TeV. We :found some p1aces 
in七owhich七he accelera七or complex can be :fi七 Onepossibili七y
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is the er.ea of the Abukuma district of the Fukushima 
prefecture. The construction cost and time of tunnels were 
estimated by the experts and it is about 90 B¥ for the whole 
complex including the approaching roads and tunnels and 
boosters. This is only three times more than that of the TRISTAN 
tunnel in spite of the 30 times larger circumference of the 
accelerator. This is consistent with the estimated cost of the 
LEP tunnel. The construction can be finished in four years. 

2 3 2 

is 七he e~ea of the Abukuma district or 七he Fukushima 
pどef'ec七ure. The construction cos七 and 七ime of tunnels were 
es七imatedby七he -exper七s and i七 is abou七 90B￥f'or七hewhole 
complex including the appどoaching roads and 七unnels and 
boos七ers. This is only七hree七imesmore than七hatof七he TRISTAN 
tunnel in spite 0云 the 30 七imes larger circumference or七he
accelerator. This is consis七en七 wi七h 七he es七ima七edcost of'七he
LEP七unnel. The construc七ioncan be finished in four yeaどs.
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Provisional classification of granitic rocks in the main part of Japan 
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